Getting to Know Your
PAudiotron™
Enabled Port-a-potty
Thank you for choosing PAudiotron (pronounced potty-o-tron) as your port-a-potty audio
services provider. We strive to provide you with only the best in bodily elimination media
experiences.
 How does it work? Simple! Motion triggers the next audio track; the motion detector is
enabled 3 seconds after the end of a track.
 What if it is quiet and I want a PAudiotron experience? Easy! Wave your hand in
front of the PAudiotron.
 What if I don’t want to have the PAudiotron experience? No worries! Don’t enter a
PAudiotron enabled port-a-potty, clearly marked at the door.
 What if I want to hear the next PAudiotron experience while the current one is
playing? Piece of cake! Click the green/right button on the front of the PAudiotron.
 What if I want to rehear the previous PAudiotron experience? Trivial! Click the
blue/left button on the front of the PAudiotron, though it must be playing already.
 What if I want more or different PAudiotron experiences? Go for it! Each
PAudiotron enabled potty in a given bank of port-a-potties (usually 3 per bank) has a
different playlist, clearly labeled on the door. Try them all.
 What if the PAudiotron seems to be missing, out of power, broken, or repeating the
same track? Bummer, dude! Take the binder clip attached to this flyer and attach it to
the bottom of the PAudiotron label on the door. Your PAudiotron Service Crew will
look into the problem ASAP.
 What if I the PAudiotron gives me gas or I have an idea for an audio experience for
next year's PAudiotron? We want to hear from you! Report issues or feedback at
PAudiotron HQ (Sound Man's hexayurt/easyup, Burning Silicon Pod, Silicon Village,
6:01 ¾ up from D toward F). Check out www.TheSoundsOfBurningMan/PAudiotron.
 What happens to the PAudiotron units at the end of Burning Man? They are
collected by Team PAudiotron and retooled for your pleasure next year. Yippee!

